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Abstract—Reunion Island is a French overseas department located in the southwestern part of the Indian Ocean. Due to its geographical location, it needs to develop local sources of energy production, such as solar energy, to achieve energy autonomy. By reducing energy conversion steps, LVDC (Low-Voltage Direct Current) nanogrids can contribute to this objective by reducing the energy consumption of buildings and optimizing electrical installations. This paper proposes a hybrid nanogrid architecture currently deployed in an office building in Réunion island. The hybrid nanogrid includes a PV power plant, a LiFePO4 battery, a LVDC distribution (48VDC loads such as lighting and fans) and an Alternating Current (AC) distribution for experimentation. To evaluate the overall nanogrid efficiency and optimize its lifetime, a method to measure the global efficiency of the system in AC or DC distribution for an identical final load and section cable is presented. Results have shown a total efficiency gain of 18% in DC compared to AC distribution, for certain conditions described in the paper. Voltage drop and battery capacity during discharge have also been measured to complete the results.
Keywords—Hybrid nanogrid, LVDC nanogrid, LFP battery, system efficiency, DC distribution, converter

I. INTRODUCTION
French LTCEV (Law on Energy Transition for Green Growth) stipulates that the French overseas departments aim to reach energy autonomy by 2030. The French BACS (Building Automation and Control System) decree indicates that from September 2022, tertiary buildings of more than 1000 m² must reference their energy consumption data to justify their commitment to compliance with the French tertiary decree [1].
In 2020, the tertiary sector accounted for 41% of the total electricity consumed in Réunion Island, as reported by EDF Réunion (Electricity of France) [2]. Furthermore, electricity produced on the island emits 687 gCO2eq per kWh [3]. To reduce the carbon impact of buildings, it is crucial to focus on reducing energy consumption through user behavior and building renovations, along with the adoption of renewable energy sources such as solar power.
The potential of DC (Direct Current) distribution has been studied for several years [4][5] since they present advantages in terms of efficiency, savings energy, from 15 to 30%, and carbon impact: they promise fewer energy conversions, less dimension of equipment and an overall efficiency superiority to an AC (Alternating Current) nanogrid for short distances.

According to [6], a nanogrid is defined as an "energydistribution system, having at least one load and at least onegateway to the outside. The electrical distribution of thenanogrid can be carrying out in direct current, in alternatingcurrent or in a hybrid way. It can operate in islanded or grid-connected mode". Several interconnected nanogrids form amicrogrid. Generally, they integrate renewable energy sources(PV, wind) and a storage system. Some DC nanogrid havealready been deployed for residential application [7][8] butcharacterizing the efficiency of micro and nanogrids is still achallenge [9] due to the large number of application cases.
This paper presents a hybrid nanogrid architectureintegrated into an operative enterprise office. The nanogrid iscapable of supplying power to both DC (12, 24, 48 VDC) andAC (230VAC) loads. Before deploying the final equipment,battery discharging tests were performed for this study on theLFP (Lithium Iron Phosphate) battery to quantify the system'sefficiency according to different distribution buses. The testswere carried out in 230 VAC or 48 VDC bus for a loadoperating in 48 VDC, for an identical distance and cablesection, and additional converters if needed.
II. HYBRID NANOGRID OFFICE ARCHITECTURE

A. Existing office site - AC distribution
The existing office space has an area of 590 m² andaccommodates about 40 employees daily. Sub-meters aremeasuring the premise's energy consumption, which allowedus to identify that the equipment operating in DC, such aslighting, EV (Electric Vehicles) and IT appliancesrepresented 42% of the annual energy consumption in 2022,as shown in Table 1:
TABLE 1 : ANNUAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION (KWH) AND

REPARTITION ON TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION (%) FOR DCAND AC APPLIANCES IN CURRENT OFFICE IN 2022
DC appliances EV Lighting IT(kWh) 3583 3461 12471(%) 8 7 27AC appliances Cooling Fans Other outlets(kWh) 20362 445 6003(%) 44 1 13
These devices each have built-in AC-DC converters to becompatible with the current power grid. These convertershave a share in the total energy consumption of each
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appliance that we have quantified by instrumenting upstreamand downstream of the converters: 17% of IT consumptionis for the UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply), and 13% oflighting consumption is for AC-DC converter. In order toreduce these additional energy consumptions, the nanogridinstallation's purpose is to study the efficiency of a DCdistribution, starting with lighting and ventilation and, as acase study, two individual offices (localization in Fig 1).

Fig. 1 : (a) Localization of the nanogrid deployment in current office.(b) Nanogrid power rack photo
Reunion Island has a subtropical climate divided into twoperiods: the southern winter and the southern summer. Thanksto installing a solar and meteorological station on the roof, wehave noted sunshine between 6 am and 6 pm during winterand between 5:30 am and 7:30 pm on average during summer.For this study, presence sensors have been put in individualoffices. In the worst case, the user stays 2 hours left aftersunset. These elements on the sunlight conditions and on theuser behaviour have conditioned the test elements in thefollowing section.

B. Hybrid Nanogrid architecture
Hybrid nanogrid architecture is detailed in Fig 2. It iscomposed of a photovoltaic power plant, a LFP battery, aPower Over Ethernet (PoE) switch, PoE drivers to managethe power of the terminal equipment, which are lighting andventilation.

The following technological choices have been established:
 48 VDC distribution: proposed best level choice forshort distances. [12]
 Bidirectional inverter: the connection to the grid is noteffective as the goal is to study system efficiency in anislanded mode and the AC distribution has been addedto evaluate the impact on battery discharge.
 Power Over Ethernet (PoE) as power managementand power supply: useful for loads of less than 100Wbecause we use less wiring and adjust precisely powermanagement [10]. As shown in Tab. 1, the high energyconsumption for cooling needs to be reduced byoptimizing the management of ventilation. DC fansmanagement could be facilitated with PoE driver byfacilitating communication between outdoor, andindoor conditions through environmental sensors. Byanalyzing these thermal conditions, power commandscan be sent to the electrical equipment.

 LFP battery storage: The LFP battery used in thisstudy has a nominal voltage of 48VDC, a nominalcapacity of 2.4 kWh and 6000 cycle life. This energystorage technology has a longer life and better safetythan other batteries but still strong environmentalimpact [11]. Therefore, studying its discharge behaviorcan contribute to completing the studies carried out onthe issues related to its insertion in micro-grids, suchas analyzing state of health and cycling process [13].
 SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition):Influxdb database and an internally developedapplication are using as SCADA system, both basedon open-source technologies.

Fig. 2 : Hybrid nanogrid architecture block diagram
In order to increase the lifetime of the nanogrid andprimarily the battery, the tests presented in the followingsection aim to propose efficiency criteria to evaluate underwhich conditions the system is optimal. We will focusparticularly by regarding its overall efficiency and the qualityof the battery discharge.
III. TESTS PLANNED FOR SYSTEM EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
At the moment, the solar panels and the hybrid powerrack are installed in the company. Before installing theterminal DC appliances (LEDs and fans), the following testswere performed with a programmable DC electronic load inorder to simulate the behaviour of the DC appliancesaccording to different distribution buses:

Fig. 3 : Testbed for battery discharge setupFor this study, two tests have been identified for a comparisonbetween AC or DC distribution.



A. Test 1 : Battery discharge in DC/AC/DC distribution

Fig. 4 : Test 1 DC/AC/DC distribution - block diagram
This first test corresponds to a conventional installationif we integrate solar energy, a battery and an inverter to have230VAC distribution and we integrate a 230VAC to 48VDCconverter for DC loads. As the voltage drop is negligible inAC, the theoretical efficiency of the system is identified bythe efficiency of the converters, given by the technicalspecifications of the manufacturers. The diagram of the testbench is shown above (Fig 4) : the blue points correspond tomeasurement points that have been made. The powerdelivered by the battery and the input and output power ofthe inverter is communicated via the communication gateway(Fig. 2). The DC load is also communicating current, voltageand power data.

B. Test 2 : Battery discharge in DC distribution

Fig. 5 : Test 2 DC distribution - block diagram
The second test corresponds to the final DC nanogrid partdeployment that will be carried out for the DC loads. As this48VDC (DC) architecture has no converters, voltage dropsare taken into account to measure the efficiency of thesystem.

C. Theoretical system efficiency
The following calculations have been made to identifythe limits of each distribution bus:

The system efficiency is defined as:
𝜂𝑠𝑦𝑠 = 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑊)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑑 (𝑊)With: Load demand (W): final power set on the DCelectronic load Total power consumed (W):o Test 1: total load demand, that includesadditional loads due to converterefficiency.o Test 2: total load demand, that includesadditional loads due to voltage drop.
The calculation of resistance per unit length and then thevoltage drop for DC distribution had been calculated byfollowing the methodology of [12]:

𝑟 = 𝜌. 𝑙
𝑠With : 𝜌 =  0.01724 𝛺.𝑚𝑚²/𝑚 : copper resistivity l (m): distance multiplied per 2 for direct current s (mm²): cable section

Then, the voltage drop:
𝛥𝑣% = 𝐼𝑎.100.𝑟

𝑉With: Ia (A) : maximal intensity used during tests r (Ohm/m) : resistance per unit length (2) V(V) : chosen distribution bus
The maximum load identified will be 120 W for the tests(S=1.5mm², d=25m) in order to respect the NFC 15-100standard, which indicates not to exceed 3% in voltage dropfor lighting and 5% for the other loads, and to use theminimum cable section authorized which is 1.5mm². Testsconditions are described in Tab 2:TABLE 2 : Tests conditions LifePO4 48VDC battery discharge

Parameters Test 1: DC/AC/DC Test 2: DCBattery nominal capacity(Ah) 50 Ah
Cooling setpointtemperature room (°C) 27°C
Time discharge (h) 2 hDistance (m) 25 mInitial capacity (Ah) 48 AhInitial State Of Charge (%) 96 %Section cable (mm²) 1.5 mm²DC programmable loadPower (W) 120 W

DC/AC Inverter efficiency 0.96 -AC/DC Converterefficiency 0.93 -
Theoretical drop voltage(%) < 1% 3%
Theoretical systemefficiency 0.83 0.96

IV. RESULTS
A. Battery discharge
Battery State of Charge (SoC) and capacity (Ah) weremeasured at the beginning and at the end of each test for 2-hour discharge. For an identical final charge and dischargeduration, the system consumed 6.5 Ah in Test 1-DC/AC/DCand 5 Ah in Test 2-DC:

Fig. 6 : LifePO4 battery discharge in DC/AC/DC or DC distribution
B. System efficiency
The power delivered by the battery and the powerrequired by the programmable load was measured during the2-hour discharge according to Test 1 and Test 2. As thepower consumed in Test 1 - DC/AC/DC is 160W, theefficiency of the system as a whole is 75%. In comparison,the power consumed in Test 2 - DC is 129W so the systemefficiency is 93% for Test 2 DC (Fig. 7).

(1)

(2)

(3)



Fig. 7: LifePO4 battery power discharge (W) in Test 1 DC/AC/DC andTest 2 DC
C. Voltage drop
Since test 1 has an AC/DC converter regulating at aconstant output voltage of 48 VDC, the voltage difference isshown only for test 2 DC. A voltage drop between 6.5 and7% was measured:

Fig. 8 : Voltage (V) of LifePO4 battery and programmable load in Test2 – DC distribution.
The summary of the measures is presented in Table 3:
TABLE 3 : Tests measurements LifePO4 48VDC battery discharge

Parameters Test 1: DC/AC/DC Test 2: DC/DCBattery current discharge(A) 3.2A 2.6ABattery power discharge(W) 159.6 W 129.2 WBattery final State ofCharge (%) 83% 86%Total power consumed(Wh) 319.2 Wh 258.4 WhAverage drop voltage (%) < 1% 7%Battery current discharge(A) 3.2A 2.6ASystem efficiency 0.75 0.93

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In the context of a 48VDC nanogrid deployment, 2-hourdischarge tests were performed on a LifePO4 battery usingtwo electrical distribution architectures. In both cases, thefinal load is 120W, the distribution distance is 25m, and thecable section is 1.5mm². These conditions have been definedto respect the current standards limiting the voltage drop to3%. The first architecture integrates conversion elementssuch as an inverter and an AC/DC converter. The secondarchitecture does not integrate converters and directlydistributes the DC current to the terminal load. For test 1, the

system has an efficiency of 75% and does not involve anyvoltage drop on the terminal equipment. For test 2, the systemhas an efficiency of 93% and involves a measured voltagedrop of 7%. This discrepancy with the expected voltage dropcan be explained by the fact that the temperature impact isnot taken into account in the theoretical estimation or by thechoice of connectors, or by the reliability of the batterymanagement system (BMS) measurement. It is also could beexplained by the impact of battery internal resistance. Thismargin of error implies that particular attention should bepaid to the power supply range, during the choice of the DCterminal equipment, in order to avoid their degradation andimpact on their life span. Further experiments willcomplement these results with a higher cable cross-section(2.5 or 4mm²), a higher programmable load, a longer batterydischarge and a numerical simulation model of the system inparallel. The instrumentation of the system will also beimproved to measure the battery internal resistance. Finally,identical tests will also be done by direct PV autoconsumption and with battery charged at its maximum, toevaluate the impact of its internal resistance on systemefficiency. These additions should allow us to confirm or notthis margin of error measured for the voltage drops and theefficiency of the system as a whole. Finally, the goal of thesefuture experiments is to identify precise conditions and limitsof efficiency in terms of wiring, cost and carbon impact fornanogrids office, including PV, LFP batteries and hybriddistribution (AC and DC).
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